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ON-LINE AND IN COLOUR  

Log In at warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk to view this 

newsletter and many others 

Please contact your Branch Secretary to obtain the password 

Please Note 

Items appearing in WB 
are not necessarily the 
view of  either the 
editor or Warwickshire 
Beekeepers Association 

Editor’s 
Letter 

One of the upsides of the lockdown is that the National 

Honey Show this year was virtual. For someone like myself, 

this was a godsend because I was able to find the right time 

to attend and even take notes, rewind and replay. 

 

I hope you have all registered and “attended” as some of the 

lectures and presentations were particularly interesting!  

 

In the meantime, over at your beehives, you should be 

preparing for winter, with a lot of unknowns—especially the 

weather and stores. It is great to see the branches working 

together for the benefit of all, and I hope this can continue, as 

we all know, it can be difficult to be a lonely beekeeper 

(branch). 

 

Best wishes and keep safe, 

Katerina Prokopiou 

Do you have an 

idea,  story or 

wonderful 

photographs 

to share? 

 

Please share them 

with your Editor 

at 

wbeditor@wbka.

org.uk 

Cover Photo by Ulrike Leone from Pixabay 

http://www.warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk
mailto:wbeditor@wbka.org.uk?subject=Hey!%20I%20have%20something%20to%20share%20with%20WB
mailto:wbeditor@wbka.org.uk?subject=Hey!%20I%20have%20something%20to%20share%20with%20WB
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Chronicles of a Novice Beekeeper 

T he autumn feeds have been completed on all 6 hives 
and a nuc. 

I’m concerned that one of my hives is being robbed. It 
was when I took a moment to watch the flight paths of 
the bees from each hive that I suspected it. When I heft 

that particular hive, it does seem lighter compared to my last hefting. 
Well, unfortunately, there’s not much I can do about it now if that’s the 
case. 

This particular colony was the one that suddenly went queenless 
towards the end of the season and I had successfully requeened using 
the newspaper technique…hmm, maybe not quite as successful as I 
thought! Perhaps, I’m mistaken in this matter, but I think the next heft 
will reveal the facts of the situation more clearly.  

I’ve really appreciated the bulk ordering which has been organised from 
within our local association as well as shared bulk ordering with a 
neighbouring association. This has helped me get my winter supplies in 
order. Last winter I ran out of fondant as I didn’t really understand how 
much the bees would consume. This year, I should have no reason to 
panic on account of fondant. 

As I’ve kept the Nuc in our back garden, I’m able to observe quite 
closely what they’re up to. Some of the bees are still bringing in some 
full pollen baskets which is reassuring to see. I have no idea what 
they’re bringing in for nectar, if anything, maybe Ivy? There’s quite a lot 
of flowering Ivy nearby and if I pause when walking by it, it’s literally 
buzzing with all sorts of insects. As these bees are still successfully 
foraging, I’m reluctant to move them back to the apiary at present. I’ll 
aim to move them when we get a proper cold streak. 

 

Denali Enns 

http://www.warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk
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RUGBY 

The zoom meetings remain popular in our branch. The plan for the October 
meeting was to show an educational video after the usual Q&A, in order to assist 
less experienced beekeepers.  

Our Q&A sessions usually involve more experienced beekeepers sharing their 
knowledge with those less experienced. However, in a zoom environment only 
one person can express an opinion, which always leads to a debate and a constant 
demonstration of the old adage “if you ask three beekeepers one question…”. 
However, it does allow exploration of issues and on occasions a consensus (only 
on occasions!). After over an hour of interesting discussion, the conclusion was 
that people could watch the talk at their own time and leisure. 

The topics discussed were varied— 

People asked about when to stop feeding. The myth of feeding until the bees 
take no more was dismissed, with the shared experience that some colonies will 
keep filling up the comb to the detriment of space for the queen to lay. In 
response, the idea of hefting as a measure of knowing when to stop was also 
mentioned. Finally, the use of a spring hook balance to assist new beekeepers to 
learn the correct weight was suggested. 

The issue of what to do between now and the cold weather was also discussed. 
Most beekeepers were still seeing pollen going in, wondering “where will the 
nectar go?”. One older beekeeper shared the habit of leaving a super on top for 
filling if the bees need it and, if heavy enough, slipping it under the brood box in 
early November. A debate followed about the wisdom of putting a super 
underneath. 

     DEBATES ALWAYS LEAD TO A DEMONSTRATION OF 

  THE OLD ADAGE “IF YOU ASK THREE BEEKEEPERS 

ONE  QUESTION…” 

All in a month 
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The topic of emergency feeding with fondant also came up. Some beekeeperd 
were certainly in favour of putting pots of fondant in the roof space. They 
suggested they would usually place these during December, when the bees have 
clustered and well before they run out of stores. 

As part of the winter care, a debate on solid floors, leaving the varroa insert in 
place or nothing under the open mesh floors also ensued. Needless to say, there 
were more than three answers despite there only being three options! 

One member raised concerns that one of their colonies appeared quiet in terms 
of flying compared with his other hives. The consensus was that, if on viewing 
the bees through the crown board they appeared healthy and no external signs 
were spotted, the only thing to do was to wait and see - it is too cold to do a full 
inspection. However, concern was expressed if there was disease and the colony 
died out over winter the diseased hive could be robbed. The consensus was that 
regular checks were needed to make sure bees were surviving and to seal the 
hive as soon as possible in the event where they did not. 

Finally, a member was concerned about how to overwinter a small colony in a 
nucleus. The consensus was to feed continually. More than one member 
suggested that poly nuclei were more successful because of better heat 
conservation and hence less energy expenditure. 

Steve Brown 

SHIPSTON-ON-STOUR 

It’s been another strange month, Covid restrictions appear to be tightening all 
over however the bees carry on regardless. 

Shipston weekly apiary meetings worked well (all socially distanced) with the 
focus on members who are new to keeping bees. We are all looking forward to 
continuing these meetings next year. For the time being, work has been ongoing 
at the apiary with the focus to increase the available storage of equipment and to 
improve the facilities for meetings next year. 

The branch members have kept in touch with our regular monthly zoom 
meetings. As a relative newcomer to beekeeping, it has been great to have access 
to the many years of experience from the members of the branch. The last 
meeting was a lively discussion on current affairs, the effect on the rapeseed yield 
due to the neonicotinoid ban, and “what a strange year we have had with the 
bees”. 
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The month continued... 

It appears we have had more than the usual number of swarms and varying 
yields of honey. Many members noted that their hives were “full of bees” and 
still very busy producing brood and feeding on the late blooming flowers, 
including the ivy which seems abundant in my area. However, many believed 
the bees were very busy but not laying down much in the way of stores. 

Discussions were also focused on winter feeding and the different approaches 
for the varying weather conditions. It was felt that with the wet weather 
experienced recently, dry fondant would be the preferred method of feeding, 
“feeding for the conditions not the calendar”, and to gently warm the fondant 
before applying to the hive. 

With an eye to the clocks changing I guess we will be looking forward to the 
cleaning of equipment and making up frames for next year. 

Hoping you all stay safe 

Ray Pearce 

COVENTRY 

The bees are now shut up and ready for the winter – fed, treated and 

protected from predators. Nothing more we can do now other than hope 

things go well over the winter. 

The apiary site has had the grass seed spread on it and now we can see the 

first tinges of green as the seeds germinate. No sign of damage by rabbits 

or pigeons, however, you can see where squirrels have started to bury the 

acorns   

A 25kg sack of daffodils has arrived, along with a batch of crocus bulbs – all 

to be planted soon, which will provide a good source of spring pollen for 

the bees. The fruit trees will also be ordered soon– 2 crab apples and a 

cherry tree. 

Api-Bioxal treatment will take place in December to ensure good healthy 

bees, which are essential to support that explosive spring build up that is so 

important to our colonies. 
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The first winter ‘ZOOM’ meeting was well attended with lots of discussion 

about the season and some ideas on what future meetings should contain.  

As a result of that feedback, the October ZOOM meeting focused on looking 

after bees and hives over the winter months. 14 members logged in to the 

meeting to take part in that discussion. 

A bulk order was also placed with 

Compak for 8oz jars. The delivery of 16 

boxes (2,000 jars) got the price down to 

just over 25p per jar (including the lid). 

The next price break was an order of 2 

x pallets = 60 boxes. Unfortunately 

7,680 jars is a few too many jars for our 

requirements ☹ 

The next bulk orders will be for: 

 Apibioxal – distributed around 

Christmas ready for December 

Varroa treatments. 

 Foundation – A trip to Maisemore is being planned so that a wax swap can 

take place. Having missed Tradex this year there is quite a large amount of 

wax in store.  Who knows about Tradex next year! 

 Long cuff gloves - The price for the long cuff gloves are very volume 

sensitive, so if any Branches wish to get involved to place one large order 

please contact me – this is the link so you can see the spec https://

www.hygienedepot.co.uk/product/ultrasafe-violet-nitrile-glove-long-cuff. 

 

If anyone who has experience of running quizzes over ZOOM can they contact 

me as we would like to hold a ‘virtual’ Christmas Quiz and some guidance 

would help us. 

Dave Bonner 

We want to thank 

Steve Brown (from the 

Rugby Beekeepers Association) 

for organising a bulk purchase of 

fondant – a big benefit for 

Coventry members who took 

advantage of the offer. 

     IF ANY BRANCHES WISH TO BULK ORDER WITH THE COVENTRY 

  BRANCH, PLEASE CONTACT DAVE BONNER 

https://www.hygienedepot.co.uk/product/ultrasafe-violet-nitrile-glove-long-cuff
https://www.hygienedepot.co.uk/product/ultrasafe-violet-nitrile-glove-long-cuff
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SOLIHULL & DISTRICT 
Well it has certainly been an odd beekeeping season for me. Having no bees at home I 
haven’t touched a hive for so long that I’m beginning to think I shall have to enrol on a 
beginner’s course again! 

The Beginners Course we ran back in January, February and March finished just before 
we were all told to stay at home and keep everyone safe, which was good. However, this 
meant that the ‘newbees’ weren’t able to visit the apiary and learn practically what it’s 
like to handle bees. Hopefully their enthusiasm has remained high and we’ll see them 
soon again. 

Nevertheless, our branch has been busy during lockdown hosting Zoom meetings, 
webinars and even a quiz. Members were able to take part in two Q&A sessions hosted 

on Zoom – thanks go to Andrew Heath and Ian Davidson for organising these - 
with a lot of interesting questions fielded by Celia Davis, Jim Hamilton, Stuart Roberts 
and Sheila Vanhouse. These were undoubtedly good learning sessions and a good excuse 
to see everyone, even if it were virtually. 

Andrew also filmed an inspection done in their garden by Sarah and people were able to 
tune in and see ‘how it’s done’. Questions were hosted by Louise Cameron-Ward and a 
thoroughly pleasant hour was had by all. Zoom is not for everyone but there has been 
some interest from the membership and thanks must go to these Techno Whizzes for 
keeping us all in touch. 

Although winter meetings and, sadly, our Honey Show had to be cancelled due to local 
restrictions, members were still able to enjoy each other’s company through our Zoom 
quiz. This proved hilarious as well as a reminder of how little I know – especially about 
plants and bees! Needless to say, the team I was on came last; we were too busy 
catching up to concentrate on the questions. 

For our October session, Celia kindly gave an online talk on Feeding Bees which was 
fascinating, as always. We are so lucky to have her as a member of our branch; her 
knowledge and enthusiasm are a huge source of inspiration. 

Finally, on behalf of the members, I would like to thank Jim Hamilton, John 
Mellor and Chris Watts – our esteemed apiary team – who have been diligently 
visiting the bees, keeping the grass cut and also sending a blog to keep everyone 
in the loop. It has been sad not to have seen everyone together on the lovely summer 
evenings and I’ve missed baking our goodies but, fingers crossed, we will be together 
again next year. 

Denise Grove 

The month continued... 
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BIRMINGHAM & DIRSTRICT 

Like most of our branches during the pandemic we have been getting to grips with 
various technologies to keep in touch with our members. Zoom seems to be the 
favourite and we use it for our committee meetings and tuning into various lectures we 
have been alerted to. 

However, on Saturday we held our first virtual workshop on 'How to Make Beeswax 
Wraps' presented by our Educational Co-ordinator Jane Nimmo and her sister Gillian. 
Thanks to both of them, we had several members take part in an entertaining and 
interesting session, all eager to have a go at making their own. Not being able to have 
our usual apiary sessions, this session proved good in bringing our members together 
and gave everyone the feeling of belonging that was much needed. 

Next month we will be focusing on purifying beeswax  - we just need our experts 
to not be camera shy and to film their techniques. Our bees are amazing creatures, 
always working hard and would recommend you visit www.let-it-bee.co.uk for products 
from the hive made locally in Birmingham. 

Jan Willets 

No further Asian Hornets have been found since the one in September in Gosport where 
the nest was found and destroyed. This does not mean that no more could be found but 
it is very hopeful. 

I have heard it suggested that the lack of numbers this year is related to very little travel 
to and from the continent owing to Covid restrictions which means that the possibility of 
transfer via returning vehicles has been greatly reduced and this gives an indication of the 
ways that Asian Hornet can get into the UK and possibly why sightings in previous years 
have been widely scattered. Perhaps this may be one very small benefit of Covid. 

It is still necessary to keep a careful watch-out, possibly at apiaries, although regular visits 
may well have stopped by now, but also at any flowering ivy plants which always attract 
insects at this time of year and can provide both protein and nectar for the hornets. As 
leaves fall from trees it is worth having a good look high up as this is a favoured location 
for nests and it has been observed that even after the nest has died out many queens 
may overwinter in the old nests. 

Julian Routh, AHAT Warwickshire Coordinator 

E: routhjulian@gmail.com M: 07758191955 

Asian Hornet Report 
No further Hornets Seen 

http://www.let-it-bee.co.uk
mailto:routhjulian@gmail.com?subject=Request%20for%20help%20with%20Asian%20Hornet
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With experience, we learn to value both our bees but also our tools and 
equipment which allow us to be better beekeepers. In preparation for the tool 
maintenance and stock count that is coming up during winter, we have asked 
our beekeepers the following question: 

  Question of the month 

“Do you have a favourite piece of equipment? 
What makes it so special to you? “ 

I love my polynucs!! They’re so versatile and easy to clean. The 

modular components can be added securely and removed easily as 
required. For example, if I have a split which is outgrowing it’s 6 
frame nuc more rapidly than I can get a spare hive ready for it, I have 
the option of adding either a second 6 frame brood chamber (for a 
total of 12 frames) or a queen excluder and one or two nuc supers. 

The only catch is that if built up too high they have less base of 
support compared to a hive and can become top heavy, so they 
would need to be either strapped down or put somewhere secure 
where they won’t tip or blow over in heavy winds.  

Denali Enns, Coventry Beekeepers 

"My favourite piece of beekeeping 

equipment is my hive tool, my late 

husband bought it for me from a Bee 
Farm in Cornwall (such a romantic!) I love 
it because it is bright yellow and easy to 
spot when I drop it. Also, no-one else has 
one so I know which one is mine! 

Denise Grove, Solihull Beekeepers 
Association 
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My Api-melter. It is used as my uncapping tray, 

recovery of honey from cappings, wax melter, 
warmer of buckets of honey, clearing jars when 
honey is starting to granulate, equipment dryer, 
cleaner of polystyrene NUCs and preparing wax 
blocks ready for the show bench and I am sure 
there are more.  

It saves a huge amount of time and makes the job 
easy and enjoyable. 

Dave Bonner, Coventry Beekeepers Association 

As someone who tinkers with woodwork and is always making things, I have 
various items I consider my favourite; t depends on the criteria. 

Time saving – easy winner is my industrial blow torch, powerful but controllable 

and I can scorch equipment in a fifth of the time it used to take using the cannister 
gadgets from B&Q and it has lasted 4 years so far. 

Multi-function – a homemade crown board with bee space one side and deep 

the other, with a flap so it can work as an entrance. It can be: crown board, takes 
rhomboid bee escape, space for pots of fondant for winter emergency feed, queen 
excluder pieces slipped over ventilation holes for vertical split, honey jars for trickle 
feed in spring, Apiguard eke. 

Simple but very useful – I made a simple 19-inch tray and lid. The tray has 4-

inch sides and hand holes and the lid is 2 inches deep, top and bottom are plywood. 
I always found it frustrating when bees and or wasps enter the bee-free honey 
supers when I am taking them off and moving them to the extraction shed. Take 
roof off the hive and drop lid on and lift super and put on base tray. Very light 
weight. No wasps or bees enter. Hand holes allow lifting off trolley. Easy to clean 
with washing soda solution between hives. 

Steve Brown, Rugby Beekeepers 

One of the most useful pieces of beekeeping kit 

I’ve encountered is a Thornes bucket pouring 
aid. Made of stainless steel this item ensures 
you get that last drop of your hard-won golden 
nectar from a bucket into a settling tank with no 
aching arms! 

John Gale, Birmingham Beekeepers Association 
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METHOD 

1. Soak the leaf gelatine in cold water until soft 
2. Place the juice, honey, zest and spices into a small 

pan and warm gently 
3. Wring out the gelatine and add to the pan (discard 

the water) and stir until no lumps remain 
4. Use the pipette to fill the moulds and leave to set in 

a cool place until non tacky on top 
5. Peel out of the moulds and store in an airtight 

container  
6. If you find they stay sticky, sieve together equal 

quantities of corrnflour and icing sugar and sprinkle 
over the bears  

INGREDIENTS 

30g Leaf gelatine 

60ml sour juice (lemon, 
grapefruit, lime, yuzu etc) 

50g honey 

Finely grated zest of ½ 
lemon or lime 

Pinch each of ground 
ginger, turmeric and 

cinnamon 

HONEY BEARS 

With winter and second waves, here’s a recipe for some little treats that will sooth throats 
and suppress coughing. You can use any citrus juice you fancy or add citric acid to sweeter 
juices to taste. The little silicone moulds are available cheaply on-line in various shapes. 
 
A small pipette makes filling the moulds really easy (and saves mess too)  
Leaf gelatine is easy to handle if you have it, powdered gelatine takes quite a bit longer to 
melt – just remember to add it dry to the warm liquid and be patient, never overheat it or 
it won’t set… Spices can be varied to whatever you fancy too. I’m thinking Cranberry and 
Star anise for Christmas… 
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CAVEAT EMPTOR 

Be aware that Warwickshire Beekeepers Asso-
ciation is not responsible for any goods or ser-
vices advertised in Warwickshire Beekeeper or 

on the  website. Anyone purchasing bees or 
nuclei should satisfy themselves that they are 

disease free and that they are aware of the 
provenance of any queens. 

 
Warwickshire Honey for Sale 
Contact: David Scott 
M 01926 813802 
E tomlow.bees@virgin.net 

Honey from this years Summer crop 
available in buckets. 

Unfiltered, £3.00 /lb, or filtered ready 
to bottle, £3.20/lb. 
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WBKA Committee 

President Peter Spencer 

T: 01926 856204 

Chairman Samantha Peckett 

T: 01788 540678  

E: chair@wbka.org.uk 

Secretary Mike Blanco 

T: 01527 591855 

E: secretary@wbka.org.uk 

Treasurer Jane Brown 

T: 01926  843416 

E: treasurer@wbka.org.uk 

Examination Secretary Jane Medwell 

E: examsec@wbka.org.uk 

WB Editor Katerina Prokopiou 

E: wbeditor@wbka.org.uk 

Web Master Peter Barclay 

T: 02476 411275 

E: webmaster@wbka.org.uk 

Branch Secretaries 

Birmingham T: 07708 031926 E: bdbka.sec@aol.co.uk  

Coventry T: 02476 411275 E: cbka.secretary@wbka.org.uk  

Nuneaton T: 01827 880689 E: jandl.twidle@gmail.com 

Rugby T: 07486 508079 E: secretary@rugbybeekeepers.org 

Shipston T: 07506 086133  E: secretary.shipston@wbka.org.uk 

Solihull T: 0121 7041731 E: solihull.beekeepers@gmail.com 

Sutton Coldfield T: 0121 3549451 E: secretary.sutton@wbka.org.uk 

Warwick & Leamington T: 01926 316192 E: secretary@warleambees.org.uk 
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Colleen Reichling T: 07990 138898 

Gordon Bull T: 07867 351626 

Regional 

Colin Pavey T: 07775 119471 

BDI Representatives 
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Julian Routh T: 0121 3545956 
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Bernard Diaper T: 07711 456932 

Warwickshire 

AHAT Coordinator 
Julian Routh 

E: routhjulian@gmail.com  


